
The Bluecoats Volume Rumberley - A
Hilarious Adventure in the Wild West

For all the comic book enthusiasts out there, especially those who are fans of
western-themed stories, "The Bluecoats Volume Rumberley" is an absolute must-
read. This graphic novel, written by Raoul Cauvin and illustrated by Willy Lambil,
offers an entertaining journey full of humor, action, and breathtaking illustrations.
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The Bluecoats is a beloved series that has captivated readers for decades. With
its unique blend of adventure, comedy, and historical accuracy, it continues to
attract both young and old audiences alike. In this particular volume, Rumberley,
the talented duo of Cauvin and Lambil take readers on a thrilling wild west
escapade that will leave them in tears of laughter.
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The Plot

Set during the American Civil War, the story revolves around Sergeant
Chesterfield and Corporal Blutch, two soldiers serving in the Union Army. As the
war intensifies, the two protagonists find themselves in different hilarious
situations while attempting to navigate the perils of the Wild West.

Volume Rumberley takes readers through a series of misadventures as
Chesterfield and Blutch try to prevent a gold shipment from falling into the hands
of the Confederacy. From unruly cowboys and quirky townspeople to cunning
bandits and outlaws, our heroes encounter countless obstacles that push their
skills, wits, and patience to the limit.

Their journey takes them across vast deserts, rickety bridges, and treacherous
canyons, all while attempting to maintain their cover and avoid suspicious
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characters. With Cauvin's sharp writing and Lambil's brilliant artwork, the
characters truly come to life, making it impossible not to root for them and eagerly
turn the pages to see what happens next.

The Characters

Sergeant Chesterfield and Corporal Blutch, the dynamic duo at the core of The
Bluecoats, have personalities that perfectly complement each other. Chesterfield
is the dedicated, rule-abiding soldier who strives to do his duty at all costs, even if
it means enduring endless comedic situations. Blutch, on the other hand, is the
rebellious, quick-thinking soldier who always finds a way to deviate from orders
and pursue his own path.

Together, Chesterfield and Blutch create a delightful dynamic that keeps readers
engaged throughout the entire volume. Their banter, slapstick humor, and
constant exchanges of wit inject a lightheartedness into the story, making it an
enjoyable read from start to finish.

Adding to the already colorful cast of characters are the various cowboys,
townsfolk, and bandits that our heroes encounter along the way. Each character
brings a unique flavor to the story, with their exaggerated traits and humorous
quirks adding to the overall comedic tone.

The Artwork

Willy Lambil's illustrations deserve special praise. His attention to detail,
expressive character designs, and immersive backgrounds transport readers
directly into the heart of the Wild West. From the scorching sun casting long
shadows to the dusty saloons filled with boisterous cowboys, Lambil's artwork
captures the essence of the era and enhances the narrative with its vibrant
visuals.



Moreover, Lambil's ability to convey physical comedy adds an extra layer of
hilarity to the already amusing script. Whether it's Chesterfield accidentally falling
into a water trough or Blutch looking disheveled after a gunfight, the comedic
timing in both the writing and the illustrations is impeccable.

The Bluecoats Volume Rumberley - A Timeless Classic

"The Bluecoats Volume Rumberley" is a timeless comic treasure that appeals to
fans of Westerns, comedy, and adventure alike. With its engaging plot, delightful
characters, and captivating artwork, it is a must-read for comic book enthusiasts
of all ages.

So go ahead, grab a copy of "The Bluecoats Volume Rumberley," and embark on
an unforgettable journey through the Wild West. Let yourself be entertained by
the misadventures of Chesterfield and Blutch as they navigate the treacherous
yet hilarious world around them. This graphic novel is guaranteed to leave you in
stitches and eagerly awaiting the next installment of The Bluecoats series.
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After an even bloodier battle than usual, the Union army is out of men. But so are
the Rebels, and General Alexander decides to retreat and come back with
reinforcements quickly before the enemy can do the same. To move faster, he
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leaves his wounded—including Stark and Chesterfield—behind in the nearby
town of Rumberley, in the care of its inhabitants and Corporal Blutch. But
Rumberley’s a Rebel village…
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